
 
 
 
 

In Case You Missed It: NBC News - 
“Geothermal Energy Collides With Drinking Water Needs in High 

Sierra” 
 
MCWD’s In Case You Missed It series highlights noteworthy information valuable to the ongoing effort to 
ensure the continued safety of the Mammoth region’s drinking water supply. MCWD, along with local 
community groups and local, regional, and federal elected officials, has consistently expressed concerns 
over Ormat Technologies, Inc.’s (Ormat) proposed geothermal project expansion, urging the creation of a 
monitoring and mitigation plan to protect the region’s water.  
 
In today’s In Case You Missed It, NBC News takes a close look at Ormat’s proposed expansion, the impact 
it could have on the Mammoth Lakes community’s drinking water supply, and the need for a monitoring 
and mitigation plan to ensure the safety of the region’s water.  
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“The town of Mammoth Lakes is marshaling forces against a geothermal company that wants to 
substantially increase the amount of hot water it’s pumping from a source deep underground. 
Mammoth residents fear that the expanded pumping could threaten the aquifer that sits hundreds of 
feet above the hot water zone and supplies 70 percent of the community’s drinking water. That cold 
water aquifer has taken on even greater significance during California’s persistent drought…” 
 
“Currently the town is asking that four deep wells be drilled 
along with an assortment of shallower ones. The USGS is 
suggesting at least one, but preferably two new deep wells. 
Ormat is arguing that no dedicated deep monitoring wells are 
needed and that enough measurements can be taken from 
production wells…” 
 
“You have to look at those and say there are through-going faults, pathways where hot and cold could 
be connected,” he [Bill Evans, a research chemist with the U.S. Geological Survey] says. “So, in my 
opinion, despite all the groundwater models you draw and the predictions you make, ultimately you 
have to have monitoring in place to make sure there isn’t an impact.” 
 
Read more here: http://www.nbcnews.com/science/environment/geothermal-energy-collides-drinking-
water-needs-high-sierra-n218201  
 
About Mammoth Community Water District  
MCWD provides water and wastewater utility service to the Town of Mammoth Lakes and surrounding 
areas.  MCWD strives to provide reliable, affordable utility service to our customers and to conduct our operations 
in a manner reflecting our stewardship role.  We encourage our customers to practice responsible use of our 
limited water resources, and to take advantage of the information and services available to support this goal. 

“Ormat wants the risk to be borne 

by the community” 
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